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Xiting Authorizations Management Suite - XAMS

RUN EFFICIENT SAP 
AUTHORIZATION PROJECTS 
AND SHORTEN CRITICAL 
PHASES
Xiting Authorizations Management Suite 
(XAMS) Is  a SAP Security Solution Suite
XAMS focuses on role design, mainte-
nance, testing, S/4HANA migration as well 
as vulnerability scanning of custom ABAP 
code and creation & validation of SAP 
security concepts. 

Published auditing standards and legal 
regulations require companies to impose 
restrictions on authorizations. This inev-
itably leads to the regular reworking of 
existing or the creation of entirely new 
authorization concepts. 

The implementation of authorization 
projects is a challenge in every aspect, 
requiring a professional understanding 
of underlying business processes, tech-
nical knowledge of the SAP authorization 
scheme and a methodical and efficient-
ly-run project.

The Xiting Authorizations Management 
Suite significantly shortens critical and 
time-consuming phases in SAP authoriza-
tion projects and helps ensure their suc-
cessful completion.

This solution allows us to offer a 
best-practice approach for the integral 
management of SAP authorizations in 
the ABAP field - the Xiting Authorizations 
Life-cycle.

Save Time and Money
The Xiting Authorizations Management 
Suite dramatically simplifies role design, 
maintenance, testing as well as vulnera-
bility scanning of custom ABAP code and 
the creation & validation of SAP security 
concepts. Additionally, the XAMS can dra-
matically accelerate SAP S/4HANA migra-
tion projects.

time saved
90%
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Xiting Role Designer
The Xiting Role Designer enables role administrators to 
design new roles in a drag-and drop cockpit virtually and to 
simulate what-if scenarios through virtual role assignment. 
Additionally, the Xiting Role Designer can migrate your exist-
ing roles to S/4HANA through the push of a button, saving 
you months of manual labor.

Xiting ABAP Alchemist
The Xiting ABAP Alchemist helps you analyze your custom 
ABAP code and find potential vulnerabilities, such as miss-
ing authority checks. It also enables you to optimize your 
SU24 proposal database for existing authority checks in 
your custom code.

Xiting Role Replicator
The Xiting Role Replicator reduces the time and effort 
involved in maintaining organizational fields through 
mass-replication of roles. Additional reporting features 
ensure that your roles are never out of sync and always 
properly maintained.

Xiting Role Builder
The Xiting Role Builder dramatically reduces, and in many 
cases eliminates traditional role testing efforts through a 
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revolutionary concept called Productive Test Simulation 
(PTS). The Xiting Role Builder works hand-in-hand with 
Xiting Times to provide its unique testing and reporting fea-
tures.

Xiting Times
The Xiting Times eliminates the risk during Go-Live caused 
by potentially missing user authorizations. In the event of 
authorization errors, end-users can check out their old roles 
through a self-service mechanism and keep them for a tem-
porary period - similar to other emergency access manage-
ment (EAM) or Firefighter concepts.

Xiting Role Profiler
The Xiting Role Profiler speeds up the verification of your 
role design and checks out the quality and robustness of 
your implemented role concept. Additionally, the Xiting Role 
Profiler provides 90 reports that enable you to maintain 
proper roles and authorizations.

Xiting Security Architect
The Xiting Security Architect provides ready-to-use security 
concepts that Xiting developed together with major auditing 
firms. The Xiting Security Architect can compare your live 
systems with the provided concepts and report on discrep-
ancies, long before your security audit is due.

Goals

-  Analyze existing roles and authorizations for issues, vul-
nerability and S/4HANA compatibility

-  Conveniently create new roles based on trace data to
prevent over-authorizing users

- Maintain roles and authorizations with as little effort as
possible

- Automate testing of new roles with virtually zero effort
and without affecting users

- Reduce risk during go-live and easily restore old roles in
case of an emergency

- Automatically test SAP systems against ready-to-use
security concepts


